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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S1

(9:33 a.m.)2

DR. FOX:  I’m Dr. Earl Fox, the3

Administrator for the Health Resourca755is:rviurche
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today, several members from Worcester Community1

Conversation on Race Relations.  Congressman Jim2

McGovern has convened this group and I understand that3

several members are in the audience and we are pleased4

to have them with us.  And also, the advocacy group5

Health Care for All, has a large presence here today,6

and this is a consumer based organization that is7

dedicated to the principle that health care is the8

right of every man, woman and child in Massachusetts.9

Health Care for All has worked tirelessly for the10

rights of all consumers, particularly the uninsured11

and under-insured, since 1985.12

We also, I understand, will have some13

members of staff from the congressional delegation,14

most of them are in Washington today for some votes15

that are going to be taken on the floor.16

We are here today to discuss barriers,17

barriers and bridges to health care for racial and18

ethnic minorities.  We do have an ambitious agenda19

this morning and I know you are as eager as I am to20

hear the perspectives of those on the panel, and21

actually, we are anxious to hear comments from you as22

well.23

It’s my pleasure to open this meeting this24
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On behalf of the New England Region of1

HHS, I’d like to welcome Dr. Franklin, Governors Kean2

and Winter, we are honored that you’ve chosen Boston,3

that you’ve come here to have thi2 0 c 1ee44 0 TD8aboutTJ
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historic town meeting on race and health.  You have1

come to the right place and the right city to discuss2

this pressing issue.  Nearly 200 years ago, Paul3
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care to pregnant moms at home, when they can’t get to1

the doctor’s office.  We must target resources, local,2

state and federal, to programs that try to solve the3

problem.4

In Boston I have made particular5

commitments to close the gaps in the fight against6

cancer.  According to the American Cancer Society, if7
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Thank you for coming.  Thank you.

1

(Applause)

2

DR. FOX:  Thank you, Mayor. 

3

We also are fortunate to have with us,

4

Beverly Wright, who ier2 rand6person ofier2 tribals,
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for the rich and famous to come and vacation.  The1

Martha’s Vineyard tribe can trace its existence on2

Martha’s Vineyard back 10,000 years, and we are not3

rich and famous, we are struggling to keep our tribe4

together on Martha’s Vineyard.  These problems are5

shared by other minority populations in this land as6

well, be it urban centers such as Boston or in rural7

areas throbty rI12.124ngland.8

However, with all due respect to our9

brothers and sisters of color, the federal government10

has a unique obligation to provide for the welfare of11

American Indians, known as its trust responsibility.12

This was affirmed by Congress in 1976 by the passage13

of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act.  I do not14
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vocal, for equal opportunity for all.  And prior to1

joining HHS, Dennis was the National Director for the2

Japanese American Citizens League, the oldest and3

largest Asian specific American civil rights4

organizDireche, thUtuned States.21521

621



22Advisory Board on Race for being here with us today.1

I also want to extend thanks to the distinguished2

panelists who have graciously agreed to share with us3

their insights and recommendations.  And of course,4

special thanks to Dr. David Satcher, for lending his5

thoughts to this this morning.6
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I am proud to state that HHS has been a1

leader in putting resources into projects promoting2
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you to think deeply about these problems and to give1

us your straightforward and constructive suggestions2

on how to address them.  As we engage in this3
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We are all delighted that the1

distinguished Surgeon General, Dr. David Satcher has2

found it possible to be with us this morning.  3

As many of you now, the President’s4
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of the initiative and at that time, I was asked by the
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to say that these discussions are for the experts in1

the field, of which I am not one.  Therefore, at this2
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role.  1

But I do want to say something else about2
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years, as you know, we’ve seen an increase in the1

number of people uninsured.  In fact, over 42 million2

people in this country today are uninsured and almost3

that many are under insured, on any given day.  That’s4

what we’re struggling with,  88 -10(  lin t effortt’s)]TJ
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Robbins, the winner of the Noc0.6 rag Noc0.6 rag Noc0.6 rag Noc0.6 rawor developing
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didn’t even remember that but this guy remembered it1

as we studied together.  2

Well let me close.  There are serious3

cultural barriers to access, they go beyond all of our4

sophisticated technology, all of our in-depth5

biomedical knowledge, it relates to how well we6

understand the people we try to serve.  Some of you7

have, and I’ve read what you wrote, have had some8

tremendous experiences, some of you are making great9

contributions in this area.  And I just urge you 5644ot09

coninue,dd I justwishd Icouldo b Theretodary to 564heart19
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will be victims of violence, they will be perpetrators1

of violence and they will commit suicide, they will go2

to school and shoot and not care what happens to them.3

Io 0 T-ob viuslye, tharecarediffharnt kindrs42
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thieves, beaten and he was left to die, he was1

bleeding to death.  On that particular day a man came2

by on the other side of the street and he happened to3

be a priest, he looked over at the man bleeding to4

death, he looked at his watch and he said, you know5

I’m going to be late for church, and he went on. 6

Then there was another church leader who7

came by and he looked over and he said, what will8

happen to me if I stop and help this man?  And he went9

on.  Then a man came by who was supposed to be his1010
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happens when we don’t have access to care.  Then we’re1

going to hear from a panel about some promising2

practices that do have a positive effect, and maybe3
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prevent disease and health problems so that we don’t1

have to see the direct health provider as often.2

These public health professionals are the health3

educators, the outreach workers, the peer educators.4

They include the programs that provide information5

2

2
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care facility can only do so much without the1

cooperation of the client.  2

The Latino community is a strong3

community, but more must be done, we must empower4
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MS. AMARO:  We are now going to be hearing1

from Craig Cobb, from the Dimock Community Health2

Center.  Please join me in welcoming him.3
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span.  Given that scenario, what happens to a pregnant1

mother?  in scenarios like this she lacks the option2

of staying home with her child, instead, she must beat3

the two year clock that ticks against her.4

Wealthy people tend not to do crack5

cocaine, poor people usually do.  Poor inner city6

youth tend to generally be involved in drugs, be they7

dealers or users, wealthy suburban white teens8

generally don’t.  The realities are not coincidences,9

they are systematic conditions.  They also do not10

exist alone, they are all part of other contributing11

conditions.  I think that national figures should12

speak less about freedom and the luxuries of13











78specialty care at all levels across the country.  They1should create and fund a family initiative for2children’s health information centers in every state,3where families can find objective, family-friendly,4culturally competent information about health care5resources for their children with special health care
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car running, it’s not about your body parts getting1
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economic development programs that help people out of1

poverty.  2
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MR. GARRETT:  Which is the state.1

DR. FOX:  Let me comment on that within2

HHS.  We have within HRSA some specific activities3

right now around cultural competency and we’re trying4

to look  at ways we can go beyond where we are today.5

But I think all of our programs, particularly provided6

through the community health centers, through our7

HIV/AIDS programs, which again, many address8

adolescents and young adults, a question that was9

addressed previously, we are looking for ways to10

provide those in a culturally competent fashion.  11
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more of them are choosing primary care and careers in1
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under-served populations that has led CHCs to develop1
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Cove Community Health Center as a model for culturally1

appropriate health care delivery.  I’m the new2

Executive Director of South Cove Community Health3

Center and I wish to acknowledge my predecessor, Jean4

Chin, Jean has been with the health center for ten5

years.6

(Applause)7

MS. LEONG:  So, Jean, I hope I’m going to8
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cultures where their husbands do not usually go into1

the delivery room with them.  2

This outstanding program also has prenatal3

classes, nutritional counseling and newborn education4

for the program participants.  And this is all done in5

their primary language and using examples relevant to6

their culture.7
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spirit, through proper nutrition, exercise and inner1

f o r t i f i c a t i o n ,  t h e r e b y  p r e p a r i n g  t h e  i n d i v i d u a l  t o2
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program development, rich in tribal diversity.  1

Between October ‘97 and September ‘98, 1972

individuals accessed health services, through NAICOB’s3

program, for a total of 2,647 annual service4

encounters. ity fars, tisl servic populatione
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clients at the door to provide orientation to the1

health care system and to direct them with checking in2

and registration.  3

The multiple departments within the health4

center are also staffed with bilingual and bicultural5

Vietnamese employees who can further assist patients6

with health care access.  Over the years we have made7

many successful preventions and interventions and I8

want to give you one example in particular.9

Through our outreach, a health educator10

encountered a 48 year old Vietnamese woman who had11

just arrived in this country.  She did not have a12
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transportation and did not speak any English, all of1

our staff at the health center, including nurses,2

doctors, case managers and interpreters came together3

to work with her.  And I’m happy to say that she is4

doing very well today.5

This program works because of a synergy6

between carefully selected and devoted staff members,7

supportive direction from the community and rational8

and innovative program model with the community health9

center, and a commitment to collaboration and thorough10

evaluation programs.  Many of these essential services11
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So I think there is a need and a real1

day with our community.030

again.060
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there is any of these issues arise, or even to prevent1

it, there will be sources that we can identify with.2

In terms of mental health, Family Health3

also has a mental health component where we employ4

Asian staff and our staff is also working very closely5

with the mental health department.  And when we do6

outreach, we also, mental health education is also7

part of the education that we provide.8

MS. DUNEDAY:  Hello, my name is Lisa9

Duneday, I’m the director of the Community Health10

Education Center, which is a program of the Boston11

Public Health Commission, dedicated to the12

professional development of community health workers.13

I would like to add one more item to the14

1998 program list for Mr. Franklin.  We’ve talked15

about the disparities in access and the need to16
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have walked in the shoes of the clients they so
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addressing issues of race and disparity in what goes1

on in the health care system is not just an issue for2

the federal government of for the states, it’s really3

something that is part of the responsibility for all4

of us.  5

DR. FOX:  Thank you.6

Let me remind you, we apologize for not7

having any more time, but if you will, if you have8

other comments or questions, please put them on the9

yellow card and give them to us because we want your10

comments, and this is a way to do that.  And we11

promise we will look at them and consider them, and12

they will go in, just as if you had the chance to13

stand up and make them verbally.14

Let me say in closing, we want to thank15

the panelists, the Advisory Board members and all the16

people who’ve worked hard to put this conference17

together.  18

But quite frankly, what Dr. Satcher said19

in his comments is that to continue the racial20

disparities in this country as we have today is not21

humane.  It is not humane to have a mother and two22

children have to take two buses and a cab to get to23

her clinic appointment.24
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(Applause)1

DR. FOX:  I don’t think any of us up here2

are Pollyannaish enough to know that we are going to3

solve this tomorrow, but we do want to solve it.  The4

President wants to solve it, the Administration wants5

to solve it.  We need to work on it together, we look6

forward to doing that.  I think we all need to push7

the envelope wherever we are, we commit to do that8

within the administration.  I know the Advisory Board
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